What is the National Community Action Foundation?

NCAF was created to protect Community Action Agencies (organizations that use government funding to offer services to communities nationally) and ensure that the federal government honors its commitment to fighting poverty.

- **Lobby**
  Federal policymakers on behalf of CAAs for funding (CSBG, LIHEAP, WAP, New Opportunities)

- **Educate**
  The Community Action Network on policy, the current state of Congress, and best ways to advocate for CAAs

- **Support**
  Candidates advocating the community action agenda through managing CAP-PAC (a federally registered political action committee)

NCAF helps to secure more funding and put the goals of CAAs on the national agenda.

CAAs can use this information to keep their representatives accountable.

NCAF focuses on bipartisan support and we need candidates who support our agenda in office!